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2024 Grand Design Reflection 320MKS $90,373
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Description 2024 Grand Design Reflection 320MKS, Grand Design Reflection fifth wheel
320MKS highlights: Outside Kitchen & TV Desk w/Chair Queen Bed Slide 16 Cu.
Ft. Refrigerator Kitchen Island Premium Congoleum Flooring Comfortable
accommodations are found throughout this fifth wheel so you can relax, unwind
and enjoy your vacation be it for a weekend or a month and even when you have
to work! Thanks to the rear desk with a chair and the bedroom washer/dryer
prepped space, you could stay in this RV as long as you like and keep all your
clothes and linens clean when you add the washer/dryer option. The front
bedroom also provides a front wall wardrobe, a slide out queen bed and a
dresser. The spacious 30" x 48" shower has a glass door and there is linen
storage in the full bathroom. The spacious main living and kitchen area has two
slide outs with full kitchen amenities and seating with theatre seats including
cupholders, a booth dinette, plus there is a tri-fold sofa. And the exterior offers an
outside kitchen with exterior stovetop, a 1.6 cu ft. refrigerator, and there is an
outside entertainment center with an LED TV to enjoy while relaxing under the two
electric awnings. Each Reflection fifth wheel and travel trailer by Grand Design is
packed with luxury features for an overall better camping experience! The
MORryde 3000CRE suspension provides smooth towing to your destination and
the durable construction materials mean you can enjoy your RV for years to come.
These units include the Arctic 4-Seasons Protection Package that will extend your
camping season thanks to the extreme temperature testing and maximum
heating power. The interior of these travel trailers and fifth wheels are designed
to make you feel at home with residential cabinetry, solid surface countertops,
roller shades, a spacious shower with a glass door, residential bedrooms, and the
list goes on! Choose a Reflection today and start a new adventure tomorrow! 16
CU. FT. 12V REFRIGERATOR; 2ND A/C; 13.5K BTU DUCTED; 2ND AWNING; 370W
SOLAR PANEL UPGRADE; CURT AXLES W/ ABS; GOODYEAR TIRES; REF PEACE
OF MIND/ ULT POWER/ARTIC 4 SEASON PKG; REFLECTION ARCTIC 4 SEASONS
PROTECTION PKG; REFLECTION PEACE OF MIND PKG; REFLECTION SOLAR PKG;
REFLECTON ULTIMATE POWER PKG; RVIA SEAL; SAFERIDE RV ROAD
ASSISTANCE; SWIVEL DINETTE W/2 CHAIRS & STORAGE OTTOMAN; TRAVIFI
ON-BOARD WIFI READY; WINTERIZATION

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 33892
VIN Number: 573FR3629R9926022
Condition: New
Length: 34
GVW: 13995
Sleeps: 5
Slideouts: 3

Item address , Cicero, New York, United States
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